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Vibia's new collection
Kontur, Ghost, Dots

Among Vibia’s latest creations are three designs that embody its 
philosophy of understated elegance and immersive lighting. With 
whimsical names that echo their thematic essence, these creations 
look the way they sound.
The first of these is Kontur, a design by Sebastian Herkner that focuses 
on the contrast between bright and dark, interior and exterior, white 
light and black frame. The collection boasts silhouetted diffusers and 
reflectors that frame the linear light source in a playful balance, creating 
a soft ambiance. This minimalistic approach can bring spaces to life 
in a variety of vertical or horizontal setups, simultaneously filling the 
room and blending in. The simple reflector is ideal for a professional 
setting, such as a workplace or meeting room.
The second creation is Ghost, a luminaire designed to walk the line 
between ethereality and materiality, evanescence and presence. 

Reminiscent of the grand lights that once graced entryways and 
living areas, the Ghost collection is both a luminous form and a 
bright memory, radiating a warm, familiar glow that feels like home. 
In white, burgundy or amber, on a table or hanging from a ceiling, 
its sculptural shape commands the space with its organic elegance.  
The third and last design is quirkily called Dots, a collection of small 
wall sconces in the form of circular dots that serve as both lighting 
and decorative notes in a visual melody of shapes, textures, lights 
and colors. Featuring a range of radial and beam lamps, Dots can be 
used in an infinitely creative number of compositions, creating truly 
personalized spaces with diverse functionality: directional light for 
style, ambient light for atmosphere, and accent lighting for reading.
Together, these three designs are bringing a touch of whimsy into 
our interiors.
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Beauty is on the inside
A unique endeavor

As a lighting supplier, Lumiere Group joined forces with Hilights on a 
once-in-a-lifetime residential project that featured novel challenges 
to overcome.  The Hilights team designed a full-fledged integrated 
lighting system with innovative elements and a unique flair for the 
upscale private residence. The client’s peculiar vision took insight and 
knowhow to translate into a harmonious ensemble, an arrangement 
of interlocked spaces.
From a wide-open living room to a small private chapel, unique, 
customized fixtures have been built into the surrounding architecture, 
lending a composition of light tailored to each space. Thus, the big 
living room features track lighting embedded into the ceiling that serves 
both general and directional purposes, as well as smaller luminaires 
integrated into the wall-to-wall shelf cabinets, the contrast of lit and 
unlit shelves creating a patchwork effect. The smaller living room boasts 
the same ceiling lights, as well as similar linear lighting built into its 
bookshelves. Discreet lamps complete the picture in both settings, 
playing on the tones of the surrounding furniture. 

PROJECT IN DEPTH

The same wood, grey, black and white colors dominate the entrance 
hall, their sheen highlighted by identical ceiling lights, in addition to 
those embedded in the walls that serve as framing to two mosaic art 
pieces. The same linear lights can be found illuminating each step of 
the stairs that lead up to the bedrooms. The first of these incorporates 
luminaires with a more whitish glow that run along the ceiling as well 
as the back wall in symmetrical patterns. This intimate radiance can be 
found in the second bedroom as well, where the lighting is built into 
wooden beams that run along the diagonal ceiling and into the wall, 
providing a more diffuse light.
The most unique part of the project is the small chapel, lit by a bevy of 
directional lights that add a visual, almost dramatic flair to the space. 
But the central and most peculiar piece of the entireproject is the large 
cross cut into the wall behind the altar and backlit with a warm light 
that fills the room with its atmospheric presence. This fixture crystallizes 
the unique demands and solutions that came together to produce a 
truly personal home.
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UNStudio and Delta Light have combined their expertise and flair to 
produce a revolution in indoor lifestyles: Soliscape, a versatile light 
and acoustic system made to promote wellbeing and belonging. In a 
rapidly changing workplace that is more and more focused on nurturing 
its human resources and talent, Soliscape offers a smart solution that 
leverages cutting-edge technology to humanize spaces.
The system is centered on the user and is therefore carefully calibrated 
to create a welcoming environment tailored to the complex needs of 
the modern worker. This not only boosts productivity in offices, ensuring 
optimal conditions for the ever-shifting demands of work, but even serves 
as a one-size-fits-all solution for other sectors as well, allowing a wide 
range of applications in retail, public spaces, the hospitality industry, 
and more. 
Thanks to its hybrid functions, Soliscape provides a flexible toolbox 
of components and modules that enables designers and architects to 
seamlessly blend lighting and acoustics into the atmospheric theme of 
each space, transforming it into a vibrant interior landscape. Every room is 
intuitively brought to life in harmony with its functionality and is responsive 
to behavior in a way that lets it dynamically adapt the environment to the 
people within. The modular elements and positioning allow Soliscape 
to organically be customized for any activity; light shifts in accordance 
with the mood, the time of day, and even the personality of individuals 

UNStudio x Delta Light 
Turning spaces into experiences with Soliscape

or groups. It can enhance specific elements of the interior both visually 
and acoustically, as well as fluidly enhance the overall atmosphere to 
the rhythm of the users’ lifestyle. The Soliscape system comes with 
spot, direct and indirect linear lighting elements, featuring Delta Light's 
Melanopic Light Technology®.
Soliscape is an all-encompassing system that bring affordability, efficiency 
and sustainability to the table. Its diverse functions make it into a unified 
solution that reduces cost and waste, and its highly adaptive components 
make use of recycled materials for an even eco-friendlier footprint. 
Improving both the wellbeing of its users as well as the overall energy-
efficiency of the building itself, Soliscape is the system of the future. As 
Ben Van Berkel, founder and principal architect of UNStudio puts it: 
“The way we work, live and relax is changing. This new hybrid world is 
causing architects and designers to rethink how we design our cities and 
buildings, so we can create places that encourage health and wellbeing.”
The creation of Soliscape marks a milestone in the design evolution of 
both UNStudio and Delta Light, whose convergence of aesthetic and 
functional philosophies have produced an insightful, future-proof product 
that is set to spark new trends in the industry. The two multidisciplinary 
teams have turned the tables on traditional design with their human-
centric approach that fully embraces the core purpose of their craft: to 
mold the space around us into a truly engaging experience.
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